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Study time  150 h

Teaching languages

Spanish

Keywords

Spanish, language proficiency

Position of the course

This course wants to help students master the four language skills, with particular attention to
writing and presentation skills.
Level of the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: B2.
Exchange students may take this course. It does not require knowledge of Dutch.

Contents

In this course the students complete advanced exercises based on current texts and videos;
the exercises concern the elaboration of summaries, (academic) texts, presentations,
dialogues, etc.

Initial competences

Students have attended the courses Spanish Language Proficiency I and II and Spanish
Linguistics I or have acquired the necessary skills by other means.

Final competences

1  To understand and reproduce Spanish texts about general topics.
2  To produce simple (academic) (written and oral) texts as a prerequisite for the bachelor
1  paper
3  To translate general and slightly specialised texts of various nature from Dutch into Spanish.
4  To use approximately 10.000 Spanish words and expression in context
5  To apply Spanish verb tenses and moods in an appropiate way in context
6  To correctly use the most frequently appearing syntactic structures
7  To observe and understand the structure of simple, (non-)academic texts
8  To understand and apply certain techniques of discourse cohesion (e.g. connectors)
9  To write simple (academic and general) texts, adapted to a specific audience
10  Make use of digital research environments and search strategies to identify research
1  objects

Conditions for credit contract

Access to this course unit via a credit contract is determined after successful competences assessment

Conditions for exam contract

This course unit cannot be taken via an exam contract
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Teaching methods

Seminar, Practical, Independent work

Extra information on the teaching methods

•  Practicum: interactive method; the lessons are based exclusively on a varied set of exercises
•  (individual and in limited teams)
•  Guided self-study: preparing exercises at home
•  Seminar: exercices. Students prepare exercices at home after interaction and searches;
•  these are discussed during the seminars.
•  Project: students develop their own project including a written assignment and a
•  presentation.

Study material

None
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Course content-related study coaching

teaching assistants.

Assessment moments

end-of-term and continuous assessment

Examination methods in case of periodic assessment during the first examination period

Oral assessment, Written assessment

Examination methods in case of periodic assessment during the second examination period

Oral assessment, Written assessment

Examination methods in case of permanent assessment

Oral assessment, Skills test, Participation, Peer and/or self assessment, Written assessment, Assignment

Possibilities of retake in case of permanent assessment

examination during the second examination period is possible in modified form

Extra information on the examination methods

Periodical evaluation: examen (30%): (a) written exam: exercises on grammar and lexicon,
listening and reading comprehension, writing excerises; (b) oral exam: discussion about a
relevant topic.
Continuous assessment (70%): grammar and lexicon excercises, speaking and writing skills,
portfolio, participation, intermediate test.

Calculation of the examination mark

•  Periodical evaluation (30%) and continuous assessment (70%).
•  Attendance is compulsory
•  All students are obliged to take part in the continuous assessment  (oral and writen) in order
•  to pass in the first exam period. If they are able to justify their absence during one or more
•  tests or classes of the continuous assessment, these need to be caught up at a fixed
•  moment in order to be able to pass. In second session students will have to take an altered
•  exam which allows to test the contents and skills of the  exam as well as the continuous
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•  assessment.
•  In implementation of article 76 of the OER, the student who withdraws from (part of the) non-
•  periodical evaluations will be declared failed for the education component in
•  question. Unjustified absence during the classes and/or non-participation to (parts of the)
•  continuous evaluation will lead to a maximum score of 9/20, independent of the score
•  obtained for the other subparts.
•  When one has less than 10/20 for at least one of the components (either the total of the non-
•  period-based evaluation or the period-based evaluation), one cannot pass the entire course
•  unit. If the final score would nevertheless be a grade of 10 or more out of 20, this is reduced
•  to the highest failed grade (i.e. 9/20).

Facilities for Working Students

Facilities:
1  Student attendance during educational activities is required.   
2  Possible rescheduling of an oral and written examination to a different time in the  same
1  academic year.
3  Individual feedback can be given.
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